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3.1.1 Project title: Negative Polarity Items in non-negative contexts

3.1.2 Research areas
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3.1.3  Project leaders
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Is the employment of the project leaders at the institutions indicated contractually secured for the duration of the 
 proposed funding period? Yes

Do any of the above mentioned persons hold fixed-term positions? No

Funding for the positions of the project leaders at the institutions indicated is covered by core support (state funds or similar): Yes

3.1.4 Legal issues

This project includes 

1. research on human subjects or human material. Yes

A copy of the required approval of the responsible ethics committee is included with the proposal. No

2. clinical trials. No

3. experiments involving vertebrates. No

4. experiments involving recombinant DNA. No

5. research involving human embryonic stem cells. No

6. research concerning the Convention on Biological Diversity. No

7. investigations involving dual use research of concern. No

3.2 SUMMARY

The project aims at reconciling the common assumption of concentric Negative Polarity Item (NPI) licensing contexts (an-
timorphic ⊂ anti-additive ⊂ downward-entailing ⊂ ...) with apparently unlicensed exceptions and with the much more fine-
grained distributional profiles observed in corpus-based research. Whereas classical theories mainly concern licensing by at-is-
sue content, we investigate NPI licensing by non-at-issue content. This leads to a better understanding of the relation between 
explicit (morpho-syntactically marked) negation and implicit negation (by conventionalized association). The hypothesis is 
that strong NPIs require a strong (anti-additive) licenser, but the licenser can be at-issue or non-at-issue. Weak NPIs accept 
a weak (e.g., downward-entailing) licenser, though their licensing must follow from the computation of the at-issue content.

The project approaches its main hypothesis with data from primarily three languages and with different complementary re-
search methods. Exploiting the insights in the distribution and character of a large set of German and Romanian NPIs docu-
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mented in previous work, we plan to investigate quantitative and qualitative properties of NPIs in English, German and Roma-
nian. With semi-automatic extraction methods, the initial data set of NPIs and their theoretical classification and quantitative 
documentation will be recast into a considerably extended searchable database of NPIs, their licensing environments and their 
corpus occurrence patterns in the three project languages. To complement the limitations of corpus data, systematically collect-
ed acceptability judgments by native speakers will be used to critically evaluate apparent NPI licensing patterns and to investi-
gate the availability of relevant inferences. Where relevant, we will add data from French to our set of languages. Further corpus 
studies will target quantitative occurrence distributions of representative items in systematically selected licensing contexts. 
The corpus studies also aim to shed light on differences in distributional profiles between various registers and corpus types.

Based on solid empirical foundations the grammar-theoretic goal of the project is the formulation of a theory of NPI li-
censing with enriched semantic representations, i.e. encompassing at-issue and non-at-issue content, in a constraint-based 
grammar framework. This NPI licensing theory will be built on the one hand on occurrence patterns of individual NPIs 
with particular attention to occurrence patterns in overtly non-negative contexts and the role individual NPIs play in these 
patterns (especially in the case of corresponding NPIs in different languages). On the other hand, the analysis of licensing 
contexts and different types of negativity exhibited by these contexts will be central. Of particular interest are construc-
tions such as !"#$%"&clauses, which are also known as environments of expletive negation. Building on previous literature 
and pilot studies of the PIs, it will be beneficial to include French as an additional project language here.

The interaction of the occurrence of expletive negation and of NPIs in such environments should be of great interest for 
insights into the nature of and relationships between negation forms, negative meaning, and the inferences they trigger 
alone and in combination.

By their very definition, NPIs are conceived of as single- or multi-word items of any syntactic category whose use depends 
on the presence of negation: they are oriented toward negative polarity. The study of their licensing in the presence of a 
diverse variety of morpho-syntactic elements associated with negation, their non-licensing in the presence of other mor-
pho-syntactic elements also associated with negation, but especially their unexpected licensing in the absence of overt mor-
pho-syntactic elements associated with negation, and the comparison of all three types of (non-) licensing across the three 
project languages is expected to elucidate the status of negation and its interaction with grammatical categories in human 
languages in general. All of these investigations address the fundamental research question of Domain B, which is the 
interaction of negation and other grammatical categories. These are represented in B05 by the diverse morpho-syntactic 
elements associated with elements of different kinds of negativity in NPI licensing.

Based on the results of the first funding period, the long-term goal for future funding periods is the development of a dis-
tributional theory of the notion of possible NPIs, i.e. a predictive theory of which kinds of lexical semantic and pragmatic 
properties facilitate the restriction to certain kinds of negative environments of single- and multi-word expressions. We 
plan to conduct experimental tests of this theory, based on distributional hypotheses about classes of NPIs in contexts 
without overt licensers, which presupposes a detailed licensing theory of a sufficiently large number of such items. In addi-
tion, we want to investigate the question of which aspects of NPI-licensing are represented by large language models, espe-
cially with respect to licensing with non-overt negation. The sensitivity of such models to certain distributional restrictions 
could also become interesting in the context of developing experimental items.

3.3 RESEARCH RATIONALE

3.3.1 Current state of research and preliminary work

Empirical challenges: Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) are expressions that typically occur in negated sentences and 
are banned from affirmative contexts. Even accounts that acknowledge diversity among NPIs and distinguish a higher 
number of distribution classes usually assume a subset-relation between, or a concentric ordering of, NPI licensing con-
texts—often defined in terms of entailment properties derived from logical negation (Zwarts, 1998; Giannakidou, 1998; 
Gajewski, 2007). NPIs are classified according to the strength of the licensing contexts in which they occur. As a corol-
lary of this assumption, weak NPIs ("'"%) should occur in a superset of the contexts of strong NPIs (()*&+&,-."%). While a 
plausible hypothesis, it is critically challenged by empirical observations as follows:

Challenge 1 - Non-uniformity of licensers of the same class: Some NPIs can occur with some relatively weak licensers, 
though not with others of the same strength. For example, both German /+01& ‘hardly/barely’ and 2"(3"-& ‘rarely’ are 
downward-entailing but not anti-additive. Nonetheless, such NPIs are found with the former, see (1), though not with 
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the latter. In the literature, NPIs with this behavior are typically classified as strong NPIs because they fail to be generally 
acceptable in weak licensing contexts.

(1) Was den  Steirern  von der Entpolitisierung der Schulen 
What the  people.of.Steiermark  of the depoliticizaton of.the schools  
 
schon die  Ohren  voll gelogen  wurden,  geht kaum auf eine Kuhhaut  
already the ears       full lied was   goes barely on a  cowskin 
‘It is barely bearable how much the people of Steiermark have already been lied to ...’  
(Neue Kronen-Zeitung, 10.03.1999)

Using fine-grained distributional profiles, Hoeksema (2013) makes analogous observations about more subtle contextual 
behavior of NPIs when comparing various Strawson downward-entailing contexts.

Challenge 2 - Contexts licensing strong but not weak NPIs: Sedivy (1990) notes that outside the expected negative li-
censing contexts, strong NPIs occur in sentences with auxiliaries with contrastive stress and with counterfactive modals, 
though weak NPIs cannot, see (2) and (3). Evidently the idea that strong NPIs occur in a subset of the contexts in which 
weak NPIs may occur cannot be maintained without qualifications. Even more critically, there is no obvious NPI-licens-
er in (2-a) and (3-a).

(2) a. I DO give a damn. 
b. *Bert DID ever kiss Marilyn Monroe.

(3) a. John should have lifted a finger to help Mary clean up. 
b. *John should have eaten any healthful tofu. (Sedivy, 1990: 98–99)

The reported NPI data suggest that there is some property, like downward-entailingness, that negation shares with some 
other expressions, which underlies the licensing of weak NPIs. However, there seems to be another, lesser studied, prop-
erty that negation shares with the expressions and contexts in which we find strong NPIs. This could be some non-at-is-
sue effect. In line with the Neg-Plus Hypothesis, this points to the direction that negation has at least two properties 
that can occur independently in other, negation-like operators. Alternatively, it could be the NPIs that impose certain 
constraints on the contexts in which they can occur, such as being downward entailing (for weak NPIs) and involving 
some sort of cancellation (for strong NPIs). Then, in accordance with the Neg-Only Hypothesis, the similarity of nega-
tion and different types of NPI-licensing operators and contexts is not a constitutive property of negation but rather 
a side effect from constraints on readings imposed by the context and/or an NPI. 

Systematic, theory-driven data work: Richter et al. (2010b) presents the 4$(("53)$-& $#&6)23%)!03)$-+((7& 89)$27-5%+3)5&
83"12&(CoDII, www.english-linguistics.de/codii), comprising the largest available collections of NPIs with corpus exam-
ples and a linguistic classification strictly following positive corpus evidence at the time of data collection (165 German 
and 58 Romanian NPIs). CoDII lists 14 licensing contexts and provides syntactic information for the German data.

The two challenges apparent in the CoDII data are: (a), NPIs classified as strong are found with the simple downward-en-
tailing licenser /+01&‘barely’ (see (1)), though not with other simple downward-entailing licensers; (b), CoDII provides 
a category “exceptions” which subsumes well-formed, attested cases of NPIs without an appropriate licenser such as (4), 
!)2&9%")&:;<("-&/=--"-. This category of exceptions, while being a valuable resource for further study, is not analyzed 
in CoDII itself. So far, this rich source of data has not been systematically explored and described in grammar theory.

(4) Wer Skat spielen kann,  kann auf jeden Fall bis drei zählen,   kann beim  
Who skat play can can in any case up.to three count      can with 
Reizen bis ins Unendliche gehen, ist in der Lage  aus 
tease up.to  infinity   go  is  in  the condition from 
einem schlechten Blatt noch etwas  Gutes  zu machen 
a   bad  hand still something good to make 
‘Anyone who can play skat definitely knows what’s what, ...’ 
(Berliner Zeitung, 26.10.1989)

Based on semi-automatic NPI extraction from corpora, Richter et al. (2010a) report more observations that illustrate 
various challenges from usage data. The expression 9"-&>+(9&'$%&(+03"%&?;01"-&2"<"-&‘see the obvious’ has the distribu-
tion of a strong NPI and is traditionally classified as such. While over 90% of their corpus data are consistent with this 
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classification, Richter et al. (2010a: 102–103) also list examples without overt strong NPI licensers, including (5) with a 
concessive particle 9"--$5<&‘still’ as the only plausible licenser. The modal contexts in (6) and (7) are known environ-
ments for weak NPIs, and questions as in (8) are sometimes subsumed—together with the previous contexts—under a 
category of nonveridical licensing environments. In the traditional picture of concentric NPI licensing, these should 
license even fewer, ‘weaker’ NPIs, but not strong NPIs such as 9"-&>+(9&'$%&@(+03"%A&?;01"-&2"<"-.

(5) Manchmal  sieht M.L. vor  lauter Bäumen dennoch  den  Wald.  
sometimes  sees M.L. of  all.the trees still the forrest 
‘Occasionally M. L. nonetheless manages to see the obvious.’

(6) Doch  wie immer sollte man zunächst einmal den Wald vor  
but how ever should one at.first the forest for  
lauter Bäumen sehen. 
all.the trees see 
‘As always one should first note the obvious.’

(7) Hätte die  Kommission eindeutige  und anerkannte Prioritäten und 
had the  commission clear  and recognized priorities and  
könnte   sie   den   Wald   vor   Bäumen   sehen,   hätten   wir   nicht  
could      it      the    forest   for   trees          see         had        we    not 
diese    Aussprache    heute    Nachmittag. 
this       debate             today    afternoon 
‘If the commission had clear and recognized priorities and if it could see the obvious, we would not have to meet 
this afternoon.’

(8) Sieht er dann den Wald vor lauter Bäumen? 
sees he then the forrest for all.the trees 
‘Does he see the obvious?’

In extensive corpus studies, Hoeksema (2010, 2012) investigates fine-grained distributional profiles of NPIs in sets of licensing 
contexts. The profiles are obtained by counting the number of occurrences in lexically or syntactically defined NPI licensing 
environments. The distributional profiles of individual items are subject to diachronic change that can happen within a few 
decades. The classes of observed distributional profiles give us valuable insight into usage preferences. These actual classes in-
habit only a small subspace of the theoretical combinatorial possibilities (12 observed classes out of 256 possible classes given 
the number of investigated environments in Hoeksema (2012)) and must thus be considered non-arbitrary.

Richter & Radó (2014) conduct questionnaire studies with acceptability ratings on a 7 point Likert scale in which they 
vary the licensing environment of strong and weak NPIs by providing strong or weak licensers and by studying licensing 
in simple clauses versus Neg Raising constructions with and without intervening quantifiers. These variations reveal the 
gradient property of acceptability of NPIs in systematically different environments, with the number of environmental 
features differing from ideal licensing conditions contributing to a slow acceptability degradation. Schaebbicke et al. 
(2021) conduct an acceptability study with 60 NPIs gathered from CoDII and observe seven clusters of NPI licensing. 
With their observations, they agree with the results of Richter & Radó (2014) that NPI licensing should be considered a 
gradient property rather than categorical. Two of their licensing patterns follow the licensing categories predicted by the 
traditional classification of NPI licensing, with various other effects being observed with the other five. These kinds of 
data and insights are so far only implicit in CoDII, but their explicit addition will be explored in the present project, as it 
contributes to our systematic documentation of the interaction of negation-like contexts and negation-sensitive items. It 
would add very valuable information for other researchers on NPIs as well.

Non-at-issue meaning: Puzzling corpus data like (5) seem to be uniformly tied to pragmatic licensing effects. Over the 
last decades, the degree of formalization of implicit meaning has increased substantively. Van der Sandt (1992) demon-
strates how presupposition accommodation can be treated alongside anaphora resolution within Discourse Represen-
tation Theory (Kamp & Reyle, 1993; Kamp et al., 2011). Potts (2005), Schlenker (2012, 2013), Liu (2012), and Gutzmann 
(2013) develop an integration of conventional implicatures into the computation of meaning. Gutzmann et al. (2020) 
analyzes verum focus as a use-conditional operator that marks that a speaker wants to prevent the negation of the uttered 
proposition being integrated into the common ground. Sailer (2021, 2022) sketches how the integration of non-at-issue 
content into the semantic representation can be used in a theory of NPI-licensing: For example, the NPIs .)'"&+&9+1-&
can be licensed by a negation not only in the at-issue part of the semantic representation of an utterance, but also in its 
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non-at-issue part. In (2-a), whereas the proposition 8&9$-B3&.)'"&+&9+1-&should be prevented from being integrated into 
the common ground, this proposition is exactly the implicit negative meaning postulated in Sedivy (1990). Consequent-
ly, the NPI is in the scope of a negation in the non-at-issue part of the semantic representation of the utterance, which is 
sufficient for it to be licensed. This provides an initial theoretical setting to capture the so far underdescribed contexts of 
NPI-licensing that we had mentioned above.
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3.4 PROJECT PLAN

A key insight regarding the formulation of a theory of NPIs and the negation properties of their licensing environments 
is expressed in a recent experimental study by Schaebbicke et al. (2021). In light of the observed highly idiosyncratic 
licensing characteristics of individual NPIs which might deviate very considerably from the few highly researched token 
NPIs in the theoretical literature, a reliable identification of classes of NPIs in terms of their licensing requirements needs 
a firm empirical footing. Without close investigation, classifications might be misled by the peculiar behavior of a very 
small group of items after whose contextual negation requirements the classes are modeled.

The general lack of such an empirical basis is especially salient in the theoretically most deeply researched language, 
English. Schaebbicke et al. (2021: 1462) observe that “(theoretical) research often appears to limit its scope to the in-
vestigation of very few NPIs.” While von Bergen & von Bergen (1993) list about 110 English NPIs, their collection has 
had little impact on the theoretical discussion. In fact, other sources list only around three dozen English NPIs, such as 
Huddleston & Pullum (2002: 823) or a file by John Lawler dated 2005 and still available online (https://websites.umich.
edu/~jlawler/NPIs.pdf, accessed May 8th, 2023).

Huddleston & Pullum (2002) also comment that it is not possible to state a comprehensive list for English. The need 
for broad and careful empirical foundations is particularly pressing in light of the limitations of traditional introspec-
tive grammaticality judgments when faced with the very subtle, inherently gradient acceptability status of NPIs across 
contexts of various types of “negativity.” This makes NPI classification susceptible to error due to researchers’ precon-
ceptions of which environments should be proper licensing contexts for certain sets of NPIs. Schaebbicke et al. (2021) 
rightly caution that the study of a large number of NPIs is a necessary first step to a better understanding of the nature 
of negative polarity sensitivity.

Moreover, the true extent of NPIs is yet unknown for any language, let alone the nature of their licensing environments. 
Building on our own prior research, these observations translate into a number of concrete measures:

We confront the empirical challenge by building our first of two work packages around a variety of methods, all oriented 
at the entirety of data to be studied: corpora serve NPI discovery, observation of naturally occurring licensing contexts, 
and the creation of quantitative profiles of NPI licensing. Experimental methods are necessary to address the limitations 
of data. They include acceptability investigations of unattested environments as well as understanding the status of 
apparently questionable corpus data. The findings inform the grammar architecture, which will in turn guide further 
empirical study. This framework of thinking about NPIs is reflected in the design of our two main work packages, each 
with three subsections:

The first work package is dedicated to the empirical foundations and employs different methods with the goal of 
securing the best possible overview of relevant licensing behavior of a very large set of items in three languages. The 
project languages were selected for both project internal and external reasons: CoDII already provides solid foun-
dations with the currently largest collection of NPIs in its German section (165), and a sufficiently large collection 
for Romanian NPIs (58), for which we have both external and internal expertise available. A collection of English 
is a logical extension of CoDII, as English is on the one hand the language with the most extensive research of 
NPIs, but on the other hand, as mentioned above, this research usually only looks at a small fraction of the English 
NPI inventory. Consequently, an inclusion of English guarantees exposure of CoDII to the international research 
community. Building a large collection of English NPIs and making it systematically available will support the 
strengthening of the empirical basis of NPI research beyond our focus on German and Romanian. The structuring 
of data collections in the first work package feeds into the grammatical theory pursued in the second work pack-
age. The second work package is centered around the idea of describing NPI licensing in terms of enriched semantic 
representations for modeling at-issue and non-at-issue content in the unified format of a constraint-based grammar 
framework. This core theory will be applicable to English, German, and Romanian without any architectural differences.

A theory-driven combination of quantitative and qualitative data is necessary to avoid a misclassification of NPIs on the 
basis of infrequent but systematic occurrences in non-negative contexts. The systematic integration of statistically meaning-
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ful amounts of data of this kind will go hand in hand with a thorough update of CoDII that is based on insights from other 
theoretically oriented database projects (Dimitriadis & Musgrave 2009; Dimitriadis 2010). The project is arranged in two 
major, closely related work packages, which differ in their primary goals and methods.

WP1: Triangulation of types of data collection The first work package will critically reflect on the types of available data, 
how they can and should be used in the project, and what is the best format to make the sum of all collected data on NPI 
licensing in the three project languages accessible to the research community in such a way that they are maximally useful 
for further qualitative and quantitative research and analysis. As we observed in the research rationale for this project, we 
assume that current theories of NPIs suffer from severe sparsity of relevant data by neglecting the large majority of existing 
NPIs whose diverse clustering behavior may defy classical classifications informed by only a possibly very peculiar set of 
items with their own idiosyncratic behavior. The way to remedy this situation is seen in a systematic broadening of the em-
pirical base as a foundation for the theoretical analysis of WP2.

The work on extending the German and Romanian collections and on establishing an English collection will be informed by the 
patterns and categories we observe in our previously constructed collections. It will also benefit from the earlier work on NPI 
extraction from corpora. With CoDII being an established resource in the field, we already have substantive experience with a 
large NPI data resource among the PIs, and there is a rich basis of data, data analysis and structured resources to start with. NPIs 
in the three main languages of the projects (English, German, and Romanian) have a different degree of documentation: There is 
a large, systematic collection of German data which includes pointers to relevant non-negative contexts. For Romanian there is a 
solid base of empirical and theoretical work with our cooperation partners (Iordăchioaia & Richter 2015; Rizea & Sailer 2020), 
but closer work, including a Romance linguistics perspective, is required for the discussion of NPIs in non-negative contexts. 
While the literature on NPIs in English is extremely rich in studies of individual NPIs and isolated phenomena, a broad, system-
atic, up-to-date, theoretically interpreted corpus-based investigation of NPIs in English is a pressing desideratum.

Existing theoretical work on English and, to a lesser extent, on German, can guide theory development for Romanian; 
the data situation in German and, to a lesser extent, in Romanian, can guide methods and expectation on the search 
space for data acquisition in English. The different past research foci with varying emphasis on deep analysis of a few 
items vs. much wider data horizon elsewhere make the selected three languages ideal for our goals and will help us de-
velop and test the cross-linguistic applicability of our empirical methods.

We will use a three-pronged approach of methods in order to achieve an empirically sound overview of NPIs and to construct a 
database for further future analysis:

• WP1.1 (Richter): Transformation and extension of CoDII
• WP1.2 (Sailer): Manually compiled quantitative and qualitative corpus profiles
• WP1.3 (Richter & Saier): Systematic collection of speaker judgments

WP1.1 (Richter): The first subsection of WP1 is concerned with a theory-driven extension of the CoDII database of NPIs. It is the 
foundation for the other two subsections of this work package, as well as for determining the grammar architecture of WP2. The 
German collection comprises 165 annotated and categorized entries with a documentation of attested corpus occurrences in 14 
licensing environments (dating from the 2005–2008). From semi-automatic NPI extraction from corpora in Richter et al. (2010a) 
we know of 112 more German NPIs, in addition to others, manually collected since, that need to be integrated. We will use the 
patterns observed in the German and Romanian collections within CoDII and beyond to pursue theory-driven NPI candidate ex-
traction with large present-day corpora, with a new focus on gathering data for non-at-issue licensed items. Based on more recent 
work on quantitative profiles with additional distinctions by Hoeksema and by Sailer, we extend and redesign the listed licensing 
contexts, also taking into account possible ways of classifying types of licensing by non-at-issue negation in the absence of overt 
syntactic or lexical licensing. The new database should also contain standardized quantitative profiles for all collections wherever 
this is feasible, as well as documentation of their corpus analysis. The present XML-based format of CoDII does not support easy 
exploration of the data it contains. Database design guidelines for linguistic resources (Dimitriadis, 2010; Dimitriadis & Musgrave, 
2009) will be used to transform the three new collections for German, Romanian and English into searchable databases whose 
analyses and quantitative data can easily be exported and visualized with an appropriate software pipeline with standard tools.

The data format translation will of course also be applied to Romanian, to keep it formally synchronized with the Ger-
man collection, and the new English NPI section will be modeled after the other two. Building up the English collection 
should benefit from experience with German and Romanian that could point toward semantic and pragmatic properties 
of NPI clusters to find corresponding elements in English. Finally, the semi-automatic NPI extraction methods previous-
ly used for German can be adapted to English to support the construction of the English database.
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WP1.2 (Sailer): Following the method established in many studies by Jack Hoeksema, motivated in Hoeksema (1998), 
Sailer has been collecting quantitative corpus profiles of NPIs in addition to the qualitative profiles documented in Co-
DII up to now. The relevance and potential of detailed profiles becomes particularly clear when contrasting NPIs that 
seem to be similar in their meaning or their general classification in the literature. For example, Smith (2022) contrasted 
the English NPIs )-&+&1)(()$-&7"+%2&and )-&+."2. They are both traditionally classified as strong NPIs, as in Krifka (1994). 
However, their corpus profile reveals considerable differences, with )-&+."2&showing gaps in some known licensing con-
texts of strong NPIs, such as K)3<$03&clauses and rhetorically used K<&questions. Sailer & Smith presented these observa-
tions in a poster at T)--&0-9&?"9"030-.&H\O&HIHH.

Similarly, while +-7&and "'"%&are both considered weak NPIs and can, indeed, occur in the same contexts, they differ 
considerably with respect to their distribution in these contexts. In quantitative profiles based on the BNC, Sailer & Csi-
pak (2011: 141) found a dominance of occurrences of "'"%&in 7"2f-$ questions and with comparative and superlative. In 
contrast to this, +-7, although possible in these contexts, is not that frequent in them.

Register or corpus type seems to play an additional role. For example, in a recent pilot investigation (slides available at: 
https://tinyurl.com/MucksZweig), Sailer  found a considerable percentage of occurrences of the German minimizer NPI 
")-"-&g05/2&1+5<"-&(a peep make) ‘make a peep’ in !"#$%"&clauses in the written corpora of the IDS, which are primarily 
newspaper texts. In the U)1"23+1L"9&YT8&K"!&5$%L02&W"%1+-&HIJQPHIHJ, however, there is only a single occurrence of 
this NPI with !"'$%&‘before.’

In WP1.2 we will systematize the manual extraction and annotation of qualitative and quantitative corpus profiles and 
develop an annotation scheme that can be used, first for an openly accessible documentation of both types of profiles, 
and second for a potential later automatic extraction method, informing the work on redesigning CoDII of WP1.1. The 
contexts considered in the project require an extension of the annotation scheme in Trawiński & Soehn (2008) and Traw-
iński et al. (2008) that underlies CoDII.

WP1.3 (Richter & Sailer): A classical—but certainly not invalid—reservation towards corpus data states that they are 
neither complete nor fully reliable, on the one hand, the absence of a given structure in a given corpus cannot be used as 
evidence in favor of its ungrammaticality, on the other hand its presence cannot be taken to mean that it is grammatical. 
This inherent deficiency of corpora has led many researchers interested in grammar of natural human languages, espe-
cially generativists, away from corpora towards introspection / speaker judgment as their main method of investigation. 
However, speaker judgments fall short in other aspects: the amount of questions possible is severely limited and hence they 
are not really suitable for large scale, explorative investigations into a phenomenon. The kind of enterprise aimed for by our 
project falls right into the blind spot of both these methods. On the one hand NPIs and the critical contexts for our project 
are not very frequent and thus are prone to fall prey to the unreliability of corpora (especially web corpora that cannot be 
controlled for nativeness). Whereas, on the other hand, the sheer number of questions resulting from the explorative nature 
of our enterprise makes speaker judgments not feasible. As the well-formedness of many of our data depends on specific 
contexts the number of variables would be too high to check by speaker judgments. Furthermore, some contexts are consid-
ered valid licensing contexts for strong NPIs only in particular readings. Typical examples are rhetoric versus information 
seeking readings of K<&questions, or rule-like versus episodic readings of )#&clauses. For the lack of corresponding annota-
tion in our corpora, this means that every sentence needs to be judged for its reading in order to classify the licensing type.

Generally, WP1.3 will address these concerns by combining both—corpora and speaker judgment—in order to cancel 
out the weaknesses of each. We will use corpus data for exploratory purposes, exploiting the fact that a corpus can be 
queried indefinitely, but turn to speaker judgments for validation of our findings (Lamoure 2020 for the same method-
ology). More specifically, to make the data and its classification as reliable, intersubjectively robust, and experimentally 
replicable as possible, we will integrate the following measures: The first measure to achieve this goal is to always include 
sufficient meta-data with the data point in our CoDII collections of NPIs. Second, we will establish a gender-balanced 
group of competent native speakers for each language, controlling for their linguistic biography. The group members 
will be tasked with judging extracted corpus sentences for acceptability along a 7 point scale. We chose an N-point scale 
as opposed to other methodologies (e.g., magnitude estimation task, cf. Stevens 1946; Sorace 1992; Bard et al. 1996) or 
thermometer method task (Kilpatrick & Cantril 1960; Nugent 2004; Featherston 2007) as it is inherently simpler and 
requires less instructions. The reason for choosing a 7 point scale is derived from a respective preference on the infor-
mants’ side for scales equal to or greater than 5 (Bard et al. 1996: 45) and the hope to thus reduce quantization effects 
(i.e. errors caused by rescaling from one’s preferred scale to the one imposed by the researchers). Moreover, informants 
will be checking available inferences (to determine the perceived reading of a sentence). We intend to commit ourselves 
to including in our database and in our publications only sentences for which we get at least five such judgments and to 

https://tinyurl.com/MucksZweig
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report the results of these judgments. This will provide users of our database with an indicator for the acceptability of 
the given items and with a further feature for querying the database. To offer informants greater flexibility, testing will 
be done incrementally, in waves of about 20 items to reduce overloading participants, and by using an online platform.

In order to guarantee the availability of five informants at any stage, our informant groups should contain at least seven 
members per language. We will need permanent informant groups for English, German, and Romanian. We will also 
try to establish an informant group for French, which might be needed for WP2.1 as detailed below. The task of setting 
up the acceptability judgment groups for the project languages will be of high initial priority, and work with the group 
members will be actively maintained from the start and throughout. The activities with the Romanian group will require 
regular visits of project members to Romania. Dr. Lamoure will support the project in this working package, in particu-
lar with respect to data from Romance languages.

The main results of WP1 will be the following: We will expand and transform CoDII systematically with the goal of increas-
ing its visibility in the NPI research community, and its usefulness and versatility as a resource for empirically well-founded 
NPI research. We will (i) convert CoDII into a searchable database for quantitative and qualitative analysis, (ii) update Co-
DII with the data from Richter et al. (2010a), (iii) create a database for English NPIs, and (iv) use (ii) and (iii) as the necessary 
basis to systematically extract, document, and analyze NPIs in non-negative contexts. As a result of this work, it should no 
longer be acceptable to base wide-ranging theories of NPIs on just a handful of examples from a single language.

WP2: NPI licensing in enriched semantic representations The second work package pursues the integration of empirical 
observations concerning the two challenges into a general constraint-based theory of NPI licensing. Meaning as part of li-
censing environments will be rendered as logical expressions of a higher order logical representation language. The main 
grammar-theoretical innovation of WP2 will be the creation of a constraint-based grammar architecture which unifies the 
representation of at-issue and non-at-issue content in a single framework such that an NPI licensing theory can reference both 
in the formulation of appropriate licensing conditions for different classes of NPIs. We will proceed in three subpackages:

• WP2.1 (Richter): NPI licensing in overtly non-negative constructions: !"#$%"&clauses and expletive negation
• WP2.2 (Sailer): Types of NPIs that are licensed in non-negative contexts
• WP2.3 (Richter & Sailer): Towards a constraint-based modeling of at-issue and non-at-issue NPI licensing 

WP2.1 (Richter): It is natural to assume that non-negative contexts which license NPIs have some hidden negativity, as 
done explicitly in Linebarger (1980) and Sailer (2022). The same assumption has been made about contexts that allow 
expletive negation (see, for example Jin & Koenig (2020, 2021)). On the other hand, Iordăchioaia & Richter (2015: 639), 
for example, argue that NPIs cannot be licensed by expletive negation. This makes contexts with expletive negation an 
ideal area of study for our project. Rather than investigating expletive negation on its own, we will focus on a context in 
which expletive negation and NPI licensing in non-negative contexts can be studied together in the project languages. 
By doing so, we hope to learn more about the nature of negation in NPI licensing, covert NPI licensing environments on 
the one hand, and the negation requirements of NPIs on the other. ?"#$%"&clauses are known to license expletive negation 
in many languages, including German (Krifka 2010). Tahar (2021) convincingly identifies three types of !"#$%"&clauses, 
which she calls 5$-2"503)'"&(‘first X, then Y’), +LL%"<"-2)'"&(‘X so that not Y’) and #%023%+3)'"&(‘(not) X until Y’). Consec-
utive !"#$%"&is factual and does not license expletive negation in any language. The other two uses allow for an expletive 
occurrence of the negative marker -"&in French. In German, NPIs and expletive negation seem to be in complementary 
distribution in !"#$%"&clauses: we find an expletive negation with frustrative cases only (9-a), and NPIs exclusively in 
apprehensive uses (9-b).

(9) a. Denn    die    Unternehmensleitung    von Goodyear      Frankreich    weigert 
 because  the    management                 of  Goodyear      France            refuses 
 
 sich,     mit   den    Gewerkschaftsleuten    zu sprechen    bevor diese    nicht 
 itself     with the      union.people                  to talk      before these    not 
 
 die    beiden    Manager frei    lassen.  
 the    two         managers free    let 
 ‘Because Goodyear’s management in France refuses to negotiate with the unions before they  
 release the two managers.’ (Timestamped 2014–2021, German) 
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b. Wenn jemand in den Raum    kommt, macht man    sich 
 when someone in the room     comes makes one      themselves 
 
 ein    Bild         von     ihm,    bevor     er    auch    nur     einen    Mucks   machen 
 a        picture    of      ihm,.   Before    he   even    only    a            peep       make 
 ‘When someone walks into the room, you form an impression of them before they  
 even make a peep.’ (IDS corpora written German)’

For example, the German minimizer NPI ")-"-&g05/2&1+5<"-&‘make a peep’ is not attested with weak NPI licensers like 
#"K but can occur in apprehensive !"#$%"&clauses as (9-b). English does not allow for expletive negation in !"#$%"&clauses, 
but shows +-7-type NPIs in apprehensive !"#$%"&clauses only, and hardly any occurrence of minimizer NPIs with !"#$%". 
The pattern in Romanian and French (added to this section of WP2 as a second Romance language) is further compli-
cated by at least two factors: (i) the preverbal negative marker has expletive uses, (ii) the translation equivalents of many 
minimizers in German or English have marginal uses as neg-words in French, such as -"&RRR9)%"&1$3&‘say nothing’ (lit.: 
‘NE ...say word’). We plan to explore the distribution of expletive negation and various types of NPIs in !"#$%"&clauses in 
the three main project languages and in French. The context at hand exhibits considerable cross-linguistic variation and, 
for that reason, constitutes a potential challenge to theories of expletive negation and NPI licensing. Only through the 
careful study of a series of NPIs in the different types of !"#$%"&clauses outlined above can it be determined whether the 
contrasts reported here should be attributed to cross-linguistic differences in the meaning of !"#$%"&or to item-specific 
differences in the meaning of the NPIs.

In the preparation of WP2.1, Lamoure and Richter have conducted a pilot online processing study (self paced reading) 
together with Yvonne Portele (PI in C04) on the inferential effects of expletive negation in !"#$%"&clauses in German. 
Preliminary results suggest that (i) the position of the expletive negation in !"#$%" clauses has no impact on the derived 
meaning and that (ii) reaction times may indicate the existence of different processing patterns. We are planning to use 
primarily corpus data in this work package, enhanced by native speaker evaluation (as described in WP1.3).

WP2.2 (Sailer): In the second section of work package 2, we will take the opposite perspective from WP2.1. Instead of starting 
from a given licensing environment, we will start from a set of NPIs and will study the occurrence patterns of individual NPIs to 
identify their distributional patterns. After all, systematic occurrences of NPIs in non-negative contexts put a big question mark 
behind any definition of an NPI as an item that must be in the scope of a negation or a “sufficiently negation-like” operator.

In a pilot study, Sailer uses quantitative and qualitative data on two NPIs from CoDII in the written corpora of the IDS. 
He compares the occurrence profile of ")-"-&g05/2&1+5<"-&‘make a peep’ with +0#&")-"-&.%k-"-&mK").&/$11"-&‘be ok 
(financially, professionally, ...)’ (lit.: ‘get on a green twig.’). The data suggest that ")-"-&g05/2&1+5<"-&must be in the scope 
of a negation, but the licensing negation can reside in the at-issue content, in some relevant presupposition, conventional 
implicature, or generalized conversational implicature, in line with the analysis proposed in Sailer (2021, 2022). The 
expression +0#&")-"-&.%k-"-&mK").&/$11"-&shows a slightly, but remarkably different distribution in the corpus. It can 
occur in non-negative contexts such as inside purpose clauses (i.e., cases like 01&+0#&")-"-&.%k-"-&mK").&:0&/$11"-&‘in 
order to get on a green twig.’) Sailer proposes that the expression contributes a negative presupposition and is licensed in 
any context that does not contradict that presupposition. This looks similar to what was claimed for +((&3<+3&]&in Onea 
& Sailer (2013), as in 83&)2-B3&+((&3<+3&<$3: Onea & Sailer (2013) argue that +((&3<+3&]&asserts that the property A holds to a 
degree 9, but presupposes that the speaker assumes that there is a high degree 9&such it is not hot to that degree but that 
someone believes it was. The preference of +((&3<+3&]&to occur in NPI-licensing contexts follows from an avoidance of a 
contradiction between the presupposed and the asserted content. A similar approach can be pursued for +0#&")-"-&.%k-"-&
mK").&/$11"-. It is clear that detailed systematic studies of NPIs are required to determine which factors contribute to each 
item’s predominant occurrence in negative or negation-like contexts.

A related issue arises with ambiguous items, which are not infrequent among the NPIs in CoDII. Some expressions seem 
to have NPI and non-NPI uses with distinguishable readings. The occurrence of NPIs in non-negative contexts makes 
the question of whether these readings can be subsumed under a single lexical description highly relevant for theories of 
NPIs. Lamoure and Sailer have conducted a preliminary study on the occurrence of "'"%&with superlatives. They argue 
that uses of "'"%&as in 3<"&!"23&!$$/&"'"%&should be considered universal uses of "'"%&(as in <+LL)(7&"'"%&+*"%&or "'"%&2$&
."-3(7). This contrasts with the commonly considered, existential NPI cases like 3<"&!"23&!$$/&3<+3&8&<+'"&"'"%&%"+9. It is, 
then, an open question if there can be a single lexical description of "'"%&that is not an NPI or whether there are sufficient-
ly compelling reasons to postulate an existential NPI "'"%&and a universal non-NPI "'"%&as two separate lexical items. An 
analogous discussion for 0-3)(&is found in Iatridou & Zeijlstra (2021).
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In WP2.2 such investigations of individual NPI candidates will be pursued systematically, primarily based on corpus 
data with additional evaluation by our informant groups.

WP2.3 (Richter & Sailer): In the third section of WP2 we will be working on covering the results of our empirical 
work in a theory formulated in a constraint-based grammar framework. Since the current state of research as well as 
our preliminary studies strongly suggest that there is an interaction of various types of meanings (asserted at-issue, 
presupposed, conventionally and conversationally contributed) and of properties of individual words or constructions, 
we employ a framework that provides simultaneous access to syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic information. As a con-
sequence, principles of grammar can be formulated which take all of them into account simultaneously. For example, 
a licensing condition of an NPI may be determined by semantically or pragmatically given negativity within a certain 
syntactic context. C"V)5+(&h"2$0%5"&T"1+-3)52&(LRS, Richter & Sailer (2004)) is a suitable framework for this purpose and 
has been implicitly assumed in our recent work on NPI licensing in non-negative contexts (Sailer 2021, 2022). We pursue 
the assumption that NPI data support new arguments to justify the integration of enriched semantic representations into 
a constraint-based grammar framework. To substantiate this claim, we will provide a formal account of the apparently 
non-negative contexts that proved to be relevant in the other sub-WPs of this project in terms of at-issue vs. non-at-issue 
content. This account will enable us to model various subclasses of NPIs and capture the distributional behavior identi-
fied and documented in WP1.

The insights collected in WP1 and WP2 will support a more informed perspective on NPIs. Questions that arise in the 
development of a formally precise architecture and the grammar-theoretic description of classes of NPIs can feed back 
into the investigation of (non-) negative environments (such as !"#$%"&clauses in WP2.1), or determine the choice of 
(groups of) NPIs targeted by the in-depth studies (as in WP1.2).

At the same time, the project will make an important contribution to the central research questions of the CRC. Restricting the 
scope of these questions to NPI licensing, the following potential answers can be considered the working hypotheses of B05: 

QB.1-B05: What commonalities between negation and other NPI licensers are universal? All NPI licensing operators 
and contexts involve some kind of semantic negation, be it at-issue or non-at-issue. While morpho-syntactically marked 
clausal negation comprises relevant at-issue and non-at-issue properties, other NPI-licensing operators or contexts may 
have only one of them, which results in different NPI-licensing potential.

QB.2-B05: To what extent do negation and other NPI licensers behave similarly or differently within and across 
languages with respect to NPI licensing? We expect to find systematic cross-linguistic differences with respect to the 
contexts that are not strictly at-issue negative, as exemplified in WP2.1 with !"#$%"&clauses in French vs. German.

The answer to the two questions supports the Neg-Plus Hypothesis if we can show that the licensers share underlying 
properties. There is support for the Neg-Only Hypothesis, if the data are better described in terms of independently mo-
tivated context requirements of the NPI. 

Cooperation and field work Based on previous research on Romanian negation and NPIs by Richter and Sailer and draw-
ing on a wealth of empirical and theoretical studies on Romanian NPIs, we plan an intense cooperation with Dr. Monica 
Mihaela Rizea Casa (University of Bucharest, Romania) and with Dr. Gianina Iordăchioaia (HU Berlin). The project will 
also allow Lamoure and one of our project employees to develop research expertise in Romanian. This will give them a 
unique advantage in Romance studies in Germany, as Romanian is a lesser represented language in linguistics.

In year 1 (2024), Rizea Casa should visit our research unit for one month during which we plan the future steps for 
fieldwork visits of Lamoure and of our project employee with a specialization in Romance linguistics. The two project 
members will, then, spend one month in Bucharest to prepare and carry out the first round of work with informants. 
In year 2 (2025) and year 3 (2026) each, the Romance-language project employee will spend one month in Bucharest 
to collect the data they need for their thesis and for the Romanian part of the project. In year 4 (2027), the project will 
benefit from a second visit by Rizea Casa in Frankfurt. She will provide final critical feedback for our Romance-language 
project employee, and we will discuss the future cooperation in a potential second project phase. Dr. Rizea Casa’s visits 
will be covered by the project’s share of the budget for guests applied for in Project Z.

During the first project phase, we intend to invite experts on empirical and theoretical work on polarity items. We plan 
one extended visit of at least 3 days per year. Candidate guests are Jack Hoeksema (Groningen), Gianina Iordăchioaia 
(HU Berlin), Mingya Liu (HU Berlin), Katharina Schaebbicke (Cologne).
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2024 2025 2026 2027

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

WP1.1

WP1.2

WP1.3

WP2.1

WP2.2

WP2.3

Rizea Casa

Fieldwork

Table 1. Gantt chart for the 2 planned work packages, visits and fieldwork

WP1.1 will be running through most of the project phase, incorporating the results of the other work package sections. The 
innovative extrapolation of the corpus extraction methods to English and Romanian is scheduled primarily for year 2 (2025), 
which is the reason for having less activity in the other working package sections co-coordinated by Richter. We plan to have the 
results of this section by Q3/2026 in order to make the resulting database publicly available during the project phase and to pre-
pare publications on the theoretical and methodological aspects. WP1.2 will always provide the corpus basis for the studies of 
the project. Therefore, it will be at the beginning of each year and precede the theoretical interpretation. WP1.3 will evaluate the 
data harvested in WP1.2 and every fieldwork trip is primarily associated with research activities of this work package section.

The main part of WP2.1 is scheduled for year 1 (2024). In year 3 (2026), we will reconsider these results in the light of 
the research on other phenomena, and plan to finalize a publication of the results. In year 4 (2027) we will carry out pilot 
studies for a potential continuation. The phenomena considered in WP2.2 will be in the focus of year 2 (2025). In year 3 
(2026) we will reconsider these results in the light of the research on other phenomena, and plan to finalize a publication 
of the results. In year 4 (2027) we will carry out pilot studies for a potential continuation. WP2.3 will play a role in pre-
paring the empirical work and in the theoretical interpretation of the data. Consequently, this section of WP2 will be mainly 
focused on at the beginning and the end of each project year and in the final year (2027).

All fieldwork trips are planned for the term break, around September in year 1 (2024), and in March for the other project years.

3.5 ROLE WITHIN THE COLLABORATIVE RESEARCH CENTRE

The project addresses central research questions of the CRC: First, NPI licensing and the definition of negation and 
negation-like operators are closely related (see QB.1 and QB.2). The data considered in the project presents fundamental 
challenges to existing characterizations of negation-like operators. Second, by contrasting explicit and implicit ways 
of expressing negation, the project can gain insights into what set of properties are associated with explicit negation 
marking (Neg-Plus Hypothesis). Third, building on CoDII, the most exhaustive publicly accessible collection of NPIs, 
the project contributes to the CRC’s mission to provide a solid and systematic empirical basis for theoretical linguistics.

In interaction with A01 (Ebert/Fuhrmann) we will investigate the relationship between the canceling operations investi-
gated in A01 and the non-negative NPI licensing contexts considered in B05. While they seem to overlap as in (2a) above, 
they might not be identical (see NPI-licensing in !"#$%" clauses). 

The project complements the work on NPIs in other projects: A02 (Meier/Weiß) look at derived adjectives in German 
that require 0-Dprefixation, which they in part consider as NPIs below the word level. We envisage an exchange between 
the two projects at the methodological and the theoretical level as both take corpus profiles of potential NPIs as their 
empirical basis, and both pursue as one possible analytical strategy that the negation-requirement is a consequence of the 
interaction of different meaning components. For A04 (Sailer/Zeijlstra), NPIs are just one diagnostic reflex of Neg Raising. 
Since A04 investigates the extent to which Neg Raising is dependent on contextual rather than lexical or structural proper-
ties, its results on NPIs in Neg Raising are of interest to B05. Analogously, the investigation of pragmatic licensing of NPIs 
in B05 can help put findings related to NPIs in Neg Raising into a larger context. Finally, B01 (Bader/Bargmann/Webelhuth) 
looks at the alternation of -)5<3&")-&‘not a’ and /")-&‘no’ in German, which is also found in NPIs—in particular in minimizers 
such as ")-"-&g05/2&1+5<"-&‘make a peep.’ This group of NPIs will certainly be included in the ones looked at in detail in 


